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S. J. Gormly.
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Crushing Machines
Crushing Machines may be divided into:
Crushers, Rolls, and Pulverizers.
Ore as it comes from the mine is
usually in larger lumps which require
breaking up preparatory to the subsequent
treatment it may receive. For
this purpose mechanical means must be
employed, and the following pages are intended
as a rational treatment of the most
approved methods, in ore crushing at the
present day.
If the material to be treated is coarse
it is first put through a common
jaw breaker, shown in Fig 1. PI. I
In case the product is to be treated
in rolls a jaw crusher is preferred
to the breaker on account of giving a
more uniform sized product, and
therefore better prepared for the rolls.
For all other crushing the breaker
is preferred because of its greater
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capacity. The machine which has
gained the most universal furor for
what might be called coarse crushing
is undoubtedly the gyratory
crusher, which is a disguised form
of the jaw crusher. It receives its
name from the gyratory motion of
the movable jaw, or head, which is
conical in shape, is of chilled iron
and vacillates in a heavy cup shaped
mortar open at top and bottom, and
constitutes the fixed part of the crusher.
Through the axis of the movable jaw,
passes the shaft of forged steel by which
the motion is transmitted to the [jaw?]. There
is an octagonal ring forged on the
shaft near the top, which fits into a
corresponding depression in the head
to prevent turning. The shaft fits the
head perfectly, and when the head
has been driven to place, it is held
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fast by a ring, which screws into threads
in the shaft.
The fulcrum is at the top bearing
of the shaft, which stands vertically,
and the gyratory motion is imparted
to the shaft of its lower bearing by an
eccentric box which is rigidly attached
to a bevel gear, which transmits the
power from a smaller pinion reducing
the speed and increasing the power.
The ore breaker Fig. 1. PI. I. consists
of a fixed jaw which is bedded in
some material such as zinc, about
% inch thick, against the frame. The
crushing surfaces are of chilled cast
iron. The motion is imparted to
the movable jaw by means of toggles
which are so placed as to form an
elbow or toggle joint. They are connected
to the eccentric by a vertical bar, as
this is raised it tends to straighten
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the elbow formed by the toggles thus
giving a powerful thrust to the movable
jaw.
The chilled crushing plates fit
into recesses in the frame on each
side, and may be replaced when
they become worn. The movable
jaw is pivotted at its upper end,
and as the power is applied at its
lower end the opening between it and
the fixed jaw is greater at times than
at others, thus allowing quite a
variation in the size of the material
which goes through.
The toggles fit loosely in their
bearings and the forward motion of the
jaw is caused by the upward stroke
of the connecting bar while the backward
motion is effected by a
powerful spring rigidly attached
to the frame of the crusher.

For fine crushing the Multiple Jaw
crusher made by Blake is given
great credit by its manufacturer;
who cites three cases of the working
of the Blake fine crushing machinery
in the Trans. Am. I. of M.E’s Vol. X III.
The crushing in these machines
is done between a series of sliding
jaws supported by and sliding upon
the main tension rods. These jaws
are separated and held in place by
rubber rings placed between them
on the tension rods.
The motion is imparted by toggles
the same as in the Blake breaker.
The forward stroke of the main
sliding jaw compresses the whole
series of jaws, the pressure being
transmitted through the material
to be crushed.
The advantages of this above the
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ordinary Blake is in the larger area
opened and to a less width, to allow
the passage of the fine material when
crushed.
The crusher Fig. 2. PI. I differs from
the jaw breaker only in the position of
the pivot of the movable jaw and
consequently a change in the arrangement
for the transmission of power. In the
breaker the movable jaw is pivoted at
the top while in the crusher it is below,
thus permitting of finer crushing and
more uniform product. The one
shown in Fig. 2. is the general type
of lever motion crusher; but the toggle
arrangement of Fig 1. could be applied.
Fig. 1. PI. II. shows a sketch of the
Marsden improvement applied to
the toggle. In this the eccentric is
replaced by a short crank, and by
means of the lever shown in the
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sketch, the same amount of power
can be transmitted to the toggles with
a much less expenditure.
R olls------These are mostly used where
the crushing is for concentration or
where the material is not to be
crushed very fine.
Of late years they have been much
improved in construction, and
are now driven at a much
higher speed than formerly. They now
have their advocates as superior to
dry stamps even for fine crushing.
For this purpose the shells must
be of good material, kept true in
surface, and fed regularly and
evenly across their full width.
In a few cases crushing to pass a
screen of 20 or 30 mesh, rolls have
been successfully used.
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There are, however, ores which are clayey
in character, on which the success of
rolls, for fine crushing, is still very
doubtful; and sufficient evidence is
not available to settle the question of
their applicability to crushing any ore
finer than 30 mesh. Millmen differ
much among themselves as to the
need of fine crushing for roasting silver
ores; but the general tendency in gold and
silver mills, at the present day, is
towards a coarser crushing than formerly
employed. For leaching mills, the use
of rolls offers several advantages over
that of dry stamps.
The limit of the coarseness of crushing
is determined simply by the results
obtained in roasting, and the
reduced proportion of fine dust
produced by rolls, greatly facilitates
the subsequent leaching process.

In amalgamation mills, the employment
of settlers limits the coarseness
of the crushing.
For breaking coal or other soft
material, rolls with spurs or teeth
on the tires are used. These are called
toothed rolls.
The practice of the present time tends
to more rapid revolution of the rolls.
They were formerly made to run with
gearwheels at about 50 revolutions
per min., while those of today have
substituted swinging pillow blocks
for the old fashioned sliding pillow
blocks, band fly-wheel and pulleys
for gearing, and introduced the
housing to enclose the rolls and
prevent the escape of dust, as well
as the self contained battery of springs
of great power preventing any accidents
in case of anything, that will not
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crush, getting between the rolls. They
have also raised the speed from 50
to 150 revolutions per min.
The rolls have in some cases
superseded stamps to a certain extent;
but will never be able to replace
them.
Fig. 2. PI. II shows a pair of modern
rolls. The tires are usually made of
open hearth steel, and are about 2” to 2
thick. They are held in place with bolts
or keyes and when worn can be replaced.
Pulverizers —
Under this head may be placed: Stamps,
Chillean Mills, Arrastras, and the innumerable
pulverizing mills made by Mining
Machine manufacturers the world
over. Of these latter only a few of the
representative types will be considered.
Stamps may be divided into,
Gravity, Lever Motion, Pneumatic and Steam.
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The stamp mill is, as its name
implies, a machine for crushing
or pulverizing by a stamping action.
It works on a hammer and anvil
principle modified to suit the
conditions. The stamp itself is the
movable part which is raised and
then allowed to drop on the die which
is centrally placed in the mortar. The
mortars are of cast iron, and
are from five to seven inches thick
under the dies, depending on the
weight of the stamp.
Stamps are usually put up
in five stamp sections and the
mortar is continuous throughout
the section.
For gold crushing when amalgamation
is to be partly effected in the mortar,
the mortars are made with “single issue,”
that is, with the crushed material
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issuing only on one side of the
mortar. Over this opening a screen
is attached, through which the fine
material is carried away and
the coarse falls back on the die to be
crushed again, by the falling stamps.
The height of issue needs to be
different for different kinds of rock and
also for the purpose for which it is
to be crushed. This is regulated by means
of a sliding plate which fits over the
screen and may be raised or lowered
at pleasure.
The stamps consist of a heavy
iron head attached to a vertical
steel shaft or stem working in guides,
near the top of this stem a ring is
attached, called the tapper; on which
a cam works, raising the stamp
and then allowing it to fall by its
own weight.
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The drop varies from 6” to 15” owing
to the kind of crushing desired. The
speed also varies from 40 to 70 drops
per min. Stamps are made weighing
from 600# to 950# and have a
capacity of from 1 34 to 3 34 tons per
diem per stamp.
The lever motion stamp is
simply a gravity stamp attached
to a lever instead of a stem,
and is a modern form of the old
Spanish gold mills described in
the School of Mines Quarterly Vol V III
No. 1.
The Pneumatic stamp is the
gravity stamp with a cylinder on
the stem between the cam and stamp
head. As the cam raises the stamp,
the air in the cylinder is compressed;
when the stamp falls, the blow of
the stamp is followed by the cushion

blow of the com pressed air.
The Steam Stamp. -- was invented
in 1855 by W. Ball.
It is a vertical cylinder the piston
rod extended having the stamp
head attached. The m ortar has four
discharge openings and rests on a
heavy cast iron anvil or bed
plate 20” thick, weighing about eleven
tons, which is carried upon
spring timbers. Between the anvil
and spring tim bers is a rubber cushion
one inch thick.
The connection between the piston
rod and stamp stem is filled
with pure gum rubber packing to
relieve the piston from the severe
shock of the im pact of the stamp head
on the anvil. The speed of these
stamps averages about 90 blows
per min.
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The perfected steam stamp of today
has a very large capacity, there being
one case cited, in which one stamp
head moved by a 20” cylinder having
a 30” stroke, will crush 230 tons
coarse for concentration or 150 tons
fine for amalgamation in 24 hours.
In the most recently erected mills
the foundation is made as rigid
as possible instead of elastic
as formerly.
The Arrastra -It is built of a circular
pavement of rock 6’ to 10’ in
diameter, this is of the hardest and
toughest rock that can be found,
laid in a bed of puddled
clay 3’ to 6” thick. The rock should
coarse rather than fine grained,
and should remain rough
after long use. That generally
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used for this purpose is granite,
basalt, or some compact variety
of quartz, not agate or chalcedony.
When new this pavement is at
least 12” thick. The stones used are
large and thoroughly cemented
together to prevent leakage of
mercury or amalgam. In the
center of the pavement is a
pivot fixed for an upright post
a little above the level of the
pavement and which carries
from two to four arms. To these
arms are attached, by ropes or
chains, stone drags weighing
generally 200# to 1000# each, made
of the same material as the
pavement. These stones are cut
so that the center of gravity falls
below the center of the stone. The
bottom surface is broad, and is
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so hung that the front is raised
a little a little above the pavement
and the back drags. One drag is
set inclining toward the center
while the one immediately following
is inclined outward, so that
the material in the arrastra
is first thrown to the center and
then to the outside.
The difficulty of getting the
right kind of stone and getting
it cut to the proper shape, has
led to the invention of an iron
arrastra by Mr. A. B. Paul of
San Francisco. This simply
substitutes iron for stone and wood.
It proves very effective in working
tails from large mills and
for small claims on account
of the light cost.
The charge is generally
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from 600# to 1000# of dry ore, which
is fed into the arrastra with sufficient
water to make a thick pulp.
For amalgamation, the mercury
is put in the mill along with
the pulp.
The Chillean Mill This is one of the landmarks
of ancient ore crushing,
and the one which still holds its
place among pulverizers, while
the others have been either replaced
by newer inventions or improved
so as to be beyond recognition. The
Chillean mill is strictly a pulverizer
and consists of a pan
or paved area, in the center is a
vertical shaft or post, to which is
rigidly attached a horizontal axle
carrying two heavy wheels, from
four to six feet in diameter,
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of stone, or wood with heavy iron
or steel tires. The power is applied
to the vertical post which in turning
causes the wheels to roll around
the pan, and these by their weight
crush the material in the mill.
The Huntington Mill A combination of two principles
of the arrastra and stamp. This
is used for wet crushing only
and it is claimed for it that
it is by far the most successful
competitor against stamps which
has yet appeared. It consists of an
iron pan into the top of which
a ring is set, in which three stems
having free motion on top are fastened.
These stems have steel shoes or rollers
attached to their lower ends, which
with the stems swing from the
top and revolve around the pan
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by means of a centrally placed shaft.
They act on the ore by centrifugal
force, the power of which depends
on the number of revolutions of
the mill. In front of each roller
is a scraper which keeps the
ore from packing. The rollers
come within about one inch of
the bottom, but can not touch it
on account of the roller stems being
fastened at the top so that they have
no motion up or down. Around
the outside at the bottom is a deep
sluice into which the fine pulp
is discharged after going through the
screens.
The ore is first crushed in a
jaw crusher and is then fed into
the mill along with the water. The
ore is immediately thrown against
the sides where it is crushed and
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and the swinging motion adds the
abrading action of the arrastra.
The degree of fineness is regulated
by the screens, through which
the pulp is forced by the splash of
the rollers.
This mill has proved itself a
very efficient machine for quartz
crushing and also in crushing
clayey material which can not
be successfully treated with stamps.
The capacity of a five foot mill
averages about 20 tons per diem
through a 60 mesh screen, with
an expenditure of six horse power.
Frisbee Lucas Mill. -This is also a type of
the centrifugal roller mill. The
outside ring is of heavy steel and
is set vertically. The rollers are
two in number and are held
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loosely in place by annular discs
bolted to a central arm, which is
rigidly attached to the shaft. The
rollers have in addition to the
motion given them by the shaft, a
motion around their axles similar
to that of the Huntington Mill.
When at full speed a crushing action,
due to centrifugal force, of about 2000#
for each roller is claimed for them.
The separation of coarse and fine material
is effected in the mill either by a
blast or by suitable screens.
This mill is for dry crushing and
its capacity is 1000#s of hard quartz
per hour to 60 mesh, at a speed of
500 revolutions per minute, requiring
80 horse power.
The Cook Wet Mill is a modification
of the Frisbee Lucop and claims
an initial cost of less than one third
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that of stamps with an expenditure
of 1
/4 the power and less water than
for stamps of the same capacity.
The Bryan Roller mill
This is a modification
of the Chillean mill. It consists of
an annular mortar containing fixed
steel segmented dies, arranged in
the path of its three crushing rollers,
which in a five foot mill are 44”
in diameter 7” face and weigh 3650#
each. The axles are fixed in them and
journaled in a central revolving
table, attached to and driven by the
belt pulley.
The solid center post is made
fast to the mortar and firmly supported
by braces; it enters the bearing
plate of the drum, which with the rollers
rotates around the post as a common
center.
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The rollers are kept free from pulp
by an adjustable spring and scraper
one of which follows each roller in
its rotation. The scrapers serve
also to discharge the pulp and to
equalize on the dies the ore received from
the feeder.
The mortar is provided with screen
openings all the way around giving
large discharge surface.
In the operation the pulp runs
around the mortar at about 300 ft.
per minute; while that inside the
rollers near the center moves much
slower, and as the gold is liberated
it falls to the eddy side of the current
and is found amalgamated around
the cone in the center. By this action
the free gold is not subjected to the
continuous grinding action of the
rollers in the mass of pulp and
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for some ores fully 80% of the gold
content is retained in the mortar.
The Superintendent of the Gilmore
mine, Columbia, Va. says in his
report -- “A four (4) foot mill running
at 48 revolutions per minute will
crush 10 tons of hard quartz through
a 30 mesh screen in 10 14 hours.”
Morel Ball Pulverizer. For cement crushing, a very
efficient machine is found in
the Morel Ball Pulverizer, which is
made up of a heavy steel ring
having a concavity on the inside
into which fits a number of spherical
balls about 9” in diameter
made of solid forged steel. The
balls are located between the arms
of a driving armature also made
of steel and set on a vertical shaft
placed in the center of the mill.
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There is a screen over the ring,
allowing the finely ground material
to be carried out by a blast while
the coarser particles fall back under
the balls. This mill is run at from
200 to 250 revolutions per minute
and the resultant centrifugal force
causes the balls to press heavily
against the outer ring.
Another form of the ball machine
is that made by the Krupp manufacturing
co. This consists essentially
of a toughened steel drum, protected
on the inside by plates of chilled
iron. In the interior are a
number of steel balls, which
as the drum rotates, break and
grind the material to pieces.
The sieves are placed concentrically
around the drum. A sheet
metal casing surrounds the
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entire mill to prevent dust escaping.
The material too large to go thro,
the seives is carried up to the top
and drops back through an opening
into the machine.
The material to be pulverized
is introduced at the hopper - on
one side and is carried into the
interior of the machine by the
helical shaped spokes which also
prevent the balls from flying out.
Those parts of the mill subject
to wear are detachable and may
be readily replaced.
The Sturtevant Mill Still another type of pulverizer
is represented by the Sturtevant
Mill, which by centrifugal force alone
causes the material to crush itself.
The mill consists of two short cup
shaped shells mounted on shafts
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and placed axially opposite each
other with their open ends extending
into a cylindrical shell open at
the top and bottom, the bottom opening
being covered with a screen.
The material to be crushed is
introduced through a hopper
connecting with the top opening in the
cylindrical shell, and fills the cup
shaped heads which are made
to revolve in opposite directions at
very high speed, causing them to hurl
their contents against each other
with such force as to crush the
material to powder. The material
fine enough to go through the screen
is carried away through the
opening underneath.
The wear in the revolving parts
is very slight as they are protected
by a cushion of the material
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which remains in the heads.
These mills are made in five
sizes, the largest having a capacity
of from 2 to 60 tons per hour,
reducing pieces from 10” diameter
to the size or a 20 mesh screen.
For the crushing of clays, phosphates
fertilizers, etc. there are quite a
number of machines manufactured,
some in the form
of toothed rolls, some with buhr
stones for crushing or grinding,
while others arranged with fixed
bars across an open cylinder so
that when the cylinder is revolved
at high speed the material which
is in it is thrown outward
with great force and striking
against the bars is broken in
pieces.
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In this discussion I have not
attempted to give a detailed
description of every crushing
machine made, pointing out
its advantages and defects; but
simply to describe the representative
types.
Respectfully Submitted,
Sam’l J Gormly
Rolla, Mo.
May 1. 1895.
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Appendix.
Since writing the main part
of this thesis, through the kindness
of Mr. S. R. Krone, I have been
enabled to make experiments with
some material crushed in
his rolls, both for concentration
and amalgamation.
The following gives the results
of the experiments.
Ore crushed in Krone Rolls for
concentration.
94.39 %
Retained by 100 Mesh
77.008 “
“
“ 80 “
61.28 “
“
“ 50 “
38.3 “
“
“ 30 “
9.484 “
“
“ 20 “
This material was crushed through
rolls set for 16 mesh; and although
the amount of material actually
of 16 mesh is comparatively small,
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the results show a very low
percentage of fines.
The sample crushed was of
mineral bearing quartz, and the
product was mostly of triangular
shaped grains somewhat elongated
in one direction.
Crushed for amalgamation.
Retained by 100 Mesh
40
%
80 u
25.847 %
50 tt
4.71 “
.526 “
30 ct
This was from the same material
as the previous sample. The result
shows a very high percentage of
fine material; and indicates
that with proper screening facilities
these rolls might be very
advantageously substituted
for stamps in some cases.
S. J. G.
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